Using Padlet for the QFT

Food Sustainability - QFT - Dumont Block 3
What questions do you have about this quote? "If it came from a plant, eat it; if it was made in a plant, don't."

**Question Focus**

**Group 1:**
1. Is the junk food have changed the opinion of many people to be vegetarian because the saw what they put to the junk food?
2. How many people agree with the author?
3. Why not?
4. Why the first human start eating animals?

**Group 2:**
1. Why can't people grow food in come in plant?
2. Which plant grow fester?
3. What is the different between organic food and none organic?
4. What kind of food stay nice at home?

**Group 3:**
1. Does anything made in factory is that bad that the author don't want to eat?
2. Does the author eat organic food?
3. Can we infer that author doesn't the trust on the food made my factories?
4. Has the author seen/experience anything bad related to the factory that makes him think like this?

**Group 4:**
1. Does the food made my nature takes more time to properly grow than the food that are being scientifically reproduced?
2. Should the markets stop food that are reproduced by humans?
3. How long would it take for the factory to make a product that is perfectly healthy for the environment?
4. How come I have never heard of the author till this book?

**Group 5:**
1. Why are animals bad to eat?
2. Why are animals bad to eat?
3. Do they model the soil food to make the organic food?
4. If they know the factory food is not good why do they make it at the first place?